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Pivot88 Is Now Offering a 30-Day Trial of Powerful Supply Chain Automation
Solution

Pivot88, developer of real-time supply chain quality, supplier verification and visibility
solutions, is now offering a 30-day trial of its groundbreaking solution.

Laval, Quebec, Canada (PRWEB) August 16, 2014 -- Pivot88 announced a 30-day trial of a powerful supply
chain automation solution. Improve visibility and eliminate surprises across the entire supply chain.

“Imagine having the ability to see and respond to what’s going on at every step of your supply chain in real
time, right from your tablet or smartphone,” said Pivot88’s Chief Executive Officer Stephane Boivin. “Pivot88
helps to ensure integrity from inside the suppliers’ walls. Our customers benefit from the same level of insight
and control whether their suppliers are around the corner or halfway around the world.”

Providing visibility, validation and verification are the cornerstones of Pivot88’s capabilities. The Pivot88 web-
based platform allows customers to create a partner community and provide a standardized set of tools that
strengthens critical early links in the supply chain. Data is easily accessed from private clouds and is managed
on smartphones, tablets and desktops.

“We are passionate about helping all partners in the global supply chain succeed – both independently and
together,” states Mr. Boivin. “Our solution increases competitiveness and profitability for buyers and suppliers.
No more spreadsheets, no more piles of paper, no more handwritten notes to decipher.”

Those interested in the trial of the Pivot88 solution should contact info(at)pivot88(dot)com.

####

About Pivot88
Pivot88 provides solutions that allow visibility, validation and verification inside suppliers through its suite of
tools deployed over tablets and smartphones. By providing actionable information in real time, Pivot88 helps
buyers and suppliers lower supply chain costs, improve product quality and ensure timely delivery.
www.pivot88.com
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Contact Information
Kimberly Fanelli
Pivot88
http://www.pivot88.com
+1 860-304-3608

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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